
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

To:  Charlottesville Planning Commission 
From:    Kay Slaughter 
Re:    Critical Slopes Ordinance 
Date:  April 5, 2010 
 

I was dismayed at the last Planning Commission (PC) meeting to see the members take a 
step away from amending the Critical Slopes Ordinance in a way that would be more protective 
of the environment and prevent further erosion and degradation of rivers and streams.   I urge 
you to review the commitment of the City Council Vision 2025 to be a green city and embrace 
sustainability.  

While greater density in development areas may be a valid objective, the city should not 
become a sacrifice area for natural amenities such as clean streams and rivers and green areas.  
Because most of our urban streams are degraded, as city development or redevelopment occurs, 
restoration and protection of stream quality should be a major goal.  When disturbances to 
critical slopes are proposed, protecting streams becomes even more important. 

At the January meeting, the Planning Commission appeared to beef up the purposes of 
the Critical Slopes ordinance.  As described in an email by Ms. Keller, the new draft said: 

“The provisions . . . are enacted to protect and conserve steep hillsides, green buffers, and 
flood plain areas; absorb rainwater; prevent degradation of areas of natural character; protect site 
qualities that contribute ecosystem services and ecosystem values such as noise absorption and 
improvement of air and water quality, and habitat protection.  

“This ordinance is intended to alleviate the effects of urban development by protecting 
and conserving critical slope areas because steep slope development increases the potential for 
soil erosion, sedimentation, and water pollution. It is hereby recognized that development of 
critical slopes may result in rapid or large-scale movement of soil and rock; excessive 
stormwater runoff and siltation of bodies of water, as well as decreased permeability within the 
urban area, and loss of or damage to the physical integrity or visual character of the city's 
environmental, aquatic, and landscape resources. Critical slope development, therefore, may 
constitute potential dangers to the public health, safety and welfare. These provisions are 
intended to direct building locations to terrain more suitable to development and to discourage 
development on critical slopes and encroachment of development into floodplains, and to 
supplement other regulations regarding protection of open space, trees and other vegetation, and 
public water supplies.” 

I think you should endorse these purposes. 

Next, it is essential to establish a means to protect the most ecologically valuable and 
fragile slopes in the City from disturbance.  Specifically at least two categories of critical slopes 
should be off-limits and therefore ineligible for waivers: 



• Any critical slope within 100 feet of a stream (the area that is necessary for a 
vegetated buffer to filter stormwater before it reaches the stream). 

• Any critical slope above 40% (because of the increased difficulty of controlling 
erosion and sedimentation on such slopes during construction disturbances). 
 

With these slopes off limits, you could perhaps devise a three-level tiered system, similar 
to the Keesecker proposal (hereafter "tier document"): 

• Tier 1 would include minor slopes, requiring only staff review to ensure that 
proper mitigation is implemented and best practices followed.  Mitigation for Tier 
1 slopes could be based on the “measurable mitigation” requirements set for in the 
draft “tier document,” e.g. 10% improvement in post-development stormwater 
quality; 10% reduction in impervious area; 100% tree canopy replacement).  

• Tier 2 would include more sensitive or valuable slopes requiring additional 
mitigation in order to receive a staff waiver.  Some ideas for appropriate 
additional protections include: 

o Installation of low-impact development measures such as providing 
sufficient stormwater quantity controls to ensure that 100% of runoff from 
a one-year storm is infiltrated on site. 

o Stabilization of any disturbed critical slope areas within nine months of 
the date that clearing for construction begins. 

o Mitigation that meets the other purposes of the ordinance, measures to 
absorb noise, protect wildlife habitat and nearby floodplains. 

• Tier 3 would be the highest tier eligible for a waiver and would require Planning 
Commission review and approval.  This tier would be invoked because of one or a 
combination of factors reaching the critical score. 

 

The nine criteria listed in the draft “tier document” should be revised, and have some 
weighted amounts.  For example, using draft matrix and criteria, any waiver that did not get 
seven (7) points would get no PC review.  Instead, we propose using the system outlined  above, 
wherein the City would prohibit waivers within 100 feet of a stream or for any slope above 40%.    
For all other critical slopes, the ordinance would set various criteria weighted based on the 
seriousness of the criteria. 

For example, slopes outside of the 100-foot ban but within 101-200 feet of a stream, 
should be weighted at seven (or whatever the requisite number would be) so that they would 
automatically require Planning Commission review.  In addition, those with a slope of 33-39% 
would automatically go to the Planning Commission. In both situations, the Planning 
Commission in consultation with staff would set the conditions for the waiver or deny the 
waiver, based on the circumstances. 

Since most urban streams are “degraded,” the City – as a supporter of sustainability - 
should improve them rather than “write them off” or allow further culverting or covering – as 
many of the stream waivers have allowed.  Many streams - perennial and ephemeral, culverted or 
open - empty into Moore’s Creek and Meadow Creek, which are “impaired”; these creeks, in 
turn dump into the Rivanna, which is also impaired, that is, none of them meet healthy water 



quality standards.  No further degradation and even water quality improvement on the tributaries 
would be a big step toward restoring these waters so that our children and grandchildren will 
have streams in which to wade, look for  critters, and even fish, in the years to come. 

Finally, the city should consider adding a bonding requirement so that if the prescribed 
engineering or tree replacement is not completed, the city could use the bond to ensure that 
mitigation is in place.  The city attorney can advise on what level of bonding would be 
appropriate and legal. 


